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Abstract 
Cloud computing is a promising solution to provide the resource scalability dynamically. In order to 
support large scale workflow applications, we present Nuts-LSWAP which is implementation for 
Cloud workflow. Then, a novel Min-cost with delay scheduling algorithm is presented in this paper. 
We also focuses on the global scheduling including genetic evolution method and other scheduling 
methods (sequence and greedy) to evaluate and decrease the execution cost. Finally, three primary 
experiments divided into two parts. One parts of experiment demonstrate the global mapping 
algorithm effectively, and the second parts compare execution of a large scale workflow instances 
with or without delay scheduling. It is primarily proved the Nuts-LSWAP is efficient platform for 
building Cloud workflow environment.  

Keywords: task scheduling, cloud computing, workflow. 
  



 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The large scale workflow applications common mean instances intensive applications which are those 
processes which need to be executed for a large number of times sequentially within a very short 
period or concurrently with a large number of instances(Matei Zaharia, et al., 2010).  Therefore, 
WfMS needs to process and manage a large amount of data, which require the use of distributed 
collection of computation and storage facilities. However, such an issue in WfMS has not been well 
addressed by current computing paradigms. Cloud computing provides different services in each level. 
Infrastructure level virtualization enables providers offer virtual hardware for computing or data 
intensive workflow application. Several evaluations have shown that better performance can be 
achieved at lower cost using Clouds and Cloud technology than based on previous technologies. Since 
resources are self-contained and organized in a heterogeneous way, resource scalability especially in 
heavier or lighter workloads is very poor. The difficult issue is that most of resources are idle at most 
of time, only the peak periods need the busting resource requirement. Dynamically–scalable and 
managed resources become the critical problem for large scale workflow application. 

In our research group, a SaaS based platform that is called Nuts-Platform has been developed and 
deployed for the application of Textile Industry in September, 2010.  Now, Nuts-Platform provides 
several kinds of SaaS services. Therefore, the final purpose of this research is to present a completed 
Cloud workflow system infrastructure for non big manufacture enterprises and institute. The project 
extends the Nuts-Platform to build private Clouds and hybrid Clouds for large scale workflow 
applications in manufactures. This project is called “Nuts-LSWAP”. (Chengwei Yang, et al., 
2011)This plan is that the first step extends the Nuts-platform to solve the collaboration of SaaS 
applications in Nuts-platform. This step has been accomplished. In order to support efficient 
scheduling for large scale workflow applications, the second step we have proposed a new algorithm 
and policies on Nuts-LSWAP. The business process can be arranged and the service can be scheduled 
by this common workflow engine. The volunteer resources can be utilized to implement the allocated 
tasks. When the resources are enough for the user, the dynamic resource pool will allocated the 
resources which are transparent to the users.. The next step is building the completed Nuts-LSWAP 
and makes the platform harness the private and public Cloud resource. Furthermore, according to the 
actual manufacture background, we also combine each step with the industry application for the 
experiment. This paper focuses on the second step of Nuts-LSWAP. 

Cloud computing is a promising solution to provide the resource scalability dynamically. When we 
began building the data centers, it found the data consolidation provided by a shared cluster highly 
beneficial. However, when we found the response times starts to suffer due to Hadoop’s FIFO 
scheduler(Matei Zaharia, et al., 2010).. Nuts-LSWAP was unacceptable to execute the large scale 
instance intensive tasks. So as to enhance the system resource utilization, We propose a new solution 
that is called TPWSA in section four. In initial phase, it provides the global users’ QoS guarantee 
ability. Then, at the execution phase, the scheduler can be real-time perception the situation of service 
resource according the system loading, and determine the best opportunity to perform the scheduling. 

The detailed introduction is described later. The novelty of research-in-progress on this solution lies in 
the following aspects. 

(1) A novel Min-cost with delay scheduling algorithm is presented to facilitate the requirements of 
large scale workflow applications. with the mainly extension of external commercial Cloud service 
providers.  

(2) Besides some features of scheduling model, this paper focuses on the genetic evolution method and 
other scheduling methods (sequence and greedy) to evaluate and decrease the execution cost.  



(3) Three primary experiments divided into two parts. One parts of experiment is carried out 
demonstrate the global mapping algorithm effectively and the results for execution of a large scale 
workflow instances with or without delay scheduling. 

(4) This scheduling has been applied to promote the effectiveness of Nuts-LSWAP. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly analyzes the motivation 
and current task execution process of Nuts-LSWAP. The issues for building Cloud manufacture 
environment to facilitate large scale workflow applications and the requirements are summarized too. 
Section 3 proposes a more detailed cloud workflow scheduling algorithm, which is called Min-cost 
with delay scheduling algorithm. The core design and implementation are given in this section. Delay-
based on load optimization scheduling model of cloud workflow is presented. Section 4 illustrates the 
primary experimental results. In section 5, we list representative works as comparison from three 
phases. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and overlooks the future research.   

2 MOTIVATION AND TASK EXECUTION PROCESS 

2.1 Motivation of Large Scale Cloud Workflow Platform, LSWAP 

In this section, we present the motivation for Nuts-LSWAP to facilitate large scale workflow 
applications and the requirements for workflow system. We start review existing solutions for 
workflow applications and the limitation with respect to scalability and on-demand access. Large scale 
workflow uses the distributed collection of computation and storage facilities. Therefore, resource 
scheduling is becoming a critical problem for current workflow system. The Cloud resources allow 
real-time provisioning of resources to adapt the application execution at runtime. Furthermore, the 
third benefit which Cloud computing provides is the using of virtualized resources for workflow 
execution. Opposed to having direct access to the physical resource (e.g. computing, storage or 
bandwidth), Virtualized Machine (VM) technologies share resource “slice” of  physical machine, 
which are widely reduced the need for securing and harness the resources effectively. In short, for the 
large scale workflow applications, the Cloud computing environment and technologies will be 
respected to achieve the better performance at lower cost than based on previous computing paradigms. 

2.2 Tasks Execution Process of Cloud Workflow 

In Nuts-LSWAP, the application scenario is much the same as it. The data would take the form of a set 
of files, including the application binaries. This data can be uploaded by the user prior to execution, 
and stored in storage facilities offered by cloud services for future use. After the process ends, these 
result files are then staged out to the remote storage server so that they are accessible by other tasks in 
the workflow managed by the WfMS. 

 
Figure 1. Tasks execution process on cloud workflow platform 
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A task execution is a single unit of work processed in a node. It is independent from other tasks that 
may be executed on the same or any other node at the same time. It is also atomic, in the sense that it 
either executes successfully or fails to produce any meaningful result.  

Figure 1 shows the Cloud Workflow Application (CWA) at the execution phase. The process as 
follows: First of all, the WfMS forwards workflow tasks to the scheduler via the Web Service 
interface. Secondly, these tasks are subsequently examined for required files and the Storage Service is 
instructed to stage them in from the remote storage server. The execution begins by scheduling tasks 
to available execution nodes (also known as worker nodes). The workers download any required files 
for each task they execute from the storage server. Then the application is executed. Finally, all output 
files as a result of the execution is uploaded back to the storage server. This process continues until the 
CWA is completed. 

3 SCHEDULING MODEL AND ALGORITHM DESIGN 

3.1 Delay-based on load optimization scheduling model 

 

Figure 2. Delay-based on load optimization scheduling model 

As shown in Figure 2, delay-based on load optimization scheduling model is mainly composed of 
three core parts, including information service centre, analyzer, and the scheduler. Information service 
centre takes charge of managing the resources and services under cloud environment. The main 
functions include registration service and retrieve service. Registration service is to encapsulate 
computing and storage resources through virtualization technology and register the interface 
information and service functionality information. LSWAP adopts service bus technology to manage 
service resources. Retrieval services get the required service resources and objects through user’s 
service matching. Retrieval service is a reverse process of lookup service resources. First of all, it must 
be used the intelligent recommendation algorithm to get the adapted service information, which can 
quickly find the required service in the information center. 

Analyzer is mainly responsible for the workflow task priority scheduling according to user's QoS 
constraints, select the best scheduling strategies, and determine the mapping between task allocation 
and distributed resource. Hence, the design of analyzer guarantees the performance of global 
optimization scheduling. In the phase of local execution, scheduler gets the current load of the 
available resources, and computing the current scheduling cost. So as to reduce the cost, we use delay 



scheduling algorithm to determine the scheduling opportunity. Delay scheduling can ensure that the 
current service can make full use of resources, improve resource utilization, and reduce the probability 
of failure scheduling. 

3.2  Genetic based Min-cost Loading Mapping 

Genetic evolution algorithm is through the fitness function and evolution for the next generation of 
selection. We assign a task through a two-step process: First, we create a sorted list of jobs according 
to our hierarchical scheduling policy. Second, we scan down this list to find a job to launch a task 
from, applying delay scheduling to skip jobs that do not have data on the node being assigned for a 
limited time. It is to begin to execute the current schedule instance or wait for the next through 
analyzing scheduling cost, which can be calculated in the creation of instance. We assume cloud 
workflow jobs J = {j1, j2, …, jn}, n is the number of jobs, set G = {g1, g2,... , gm} is the execution 
nodes, T = [ti] is the execution time matrix. Let P = {p1, p2,... , PM}denote the price set,  D = {d1, 
d2,... , dn}is the deadline set. 

This algorithm is shown below: 

 

Algorithm 1: Genetic based Min-cost Loading Mapping  

 Input: Integrated Task-to-VM list Tasks ; Virtual machines(VMj,Pricej,Speedj) 

Output: Optimised task-level scheduling plan 

Get ready status tasks list of cloudlets and VMs 

do genetic encoding and init Population of fixed size; 

for condition of convergence is not met do  

    select the next  pops; 

    calculate the fitness value ; 

    do crossover pops and setting the crossover rate equals 25% 

    execute mutation pops operation;     

    replacement pops before; 

end for 

   record the fitness result; 

  deployment of the tasks ;  

The fitness function directly affects the convergence speed. Based on the definition of total execution 
cost, the fitness function can be defined(Xiao Liu, et al., 2010): 

f(i) = �(tijpj + max (0, li(si + tij − di))) 

In order to select the next generation individual, first of all c probability must be choose P as the 
probability of individual selection. By this selection, individuals in a population with shorter 
completion time will be evolve as the next generation of more excellent individual, which can provide 
good genes. So, we set Pi(i) is: 

Pi(i) = f(i) � fi(j)
SCALE

j=1

�  



Crossover mutation imitates natural biological principle of genetic recombination. It will pass the good 
genes to the next generation, and generate a new individual. We assume the biggest fitness value is 
fmax. Then, in order to cross the larger of the two individual fitness value, we set k1, k2 are individual 
of fitness value of crossover probability and mutation probability. 

Pcross = k1(fmax − f ′)/(fmax − favg) 

 

Pmutation = k2(fmax − f ′)/(fmax − favg) 

In order to compare, the sequence strategy and greedy strategy have been implemented for 
experiment in section 4. 

3.3 Delay scheduling opportunity 

In this section, we consider a new version of delay scheduling which is called Mini-Cost with Delay 
Scheduling. Pseudocode for this algorithm is shown below: 

 

Algorithm 2: Mini-Cost with Delay Scheduling 

1) For all the ready scheduling instance ti{  

2) For all the task requests from ready scheduling instance {  

3) For all the ready scheduling machine m{  

4) Compute value ofFMstart, FMwait and ∆Fr,M} 

5) If(∆Fr,M<0) { 

6)  minr,M = {r, M}; 

6)If(Fr,M
penalty < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡){ 

7)minCost = Fr,M
penalty ; 

} 

8) Assign task request to miniumCost VM;  

} 

Note that the core of this algorithm is to determine min-cost scheduling under system loading. We 
have explained the rationale for this design in our analysis of delay scheduling. Therefore, we give the 
formula directly. Some detail description may be found (Nieolas G, et al., 2009).  

At the time ti, set scheduling cost of a request r * is : 

FMstart = � Fw(r)(
f^w(r) + ∆tstart( 1

estart −
1

ewait) − dw(r)

dw(r) − bw(r)
)

r∈M∪{r∗}

 

At the time ti, set dely scheduling cost of a request r * is: 

FMwait = Fw(r∗) �
f ^
w(r) + ∆twait − dw(r∗)

dw(r∗) − bw(r∗)
� + � Fw(r)(

f^w(r) − dw(r)

dw(r) − bw(r)
)

r∈M

 

For any request r and candidate machine M, the total scheduling cost is : 



∆Fr,M = FMstart−FMwait 

As a result, when the ∆Fr,M ≥ 0, the request r is delay scheduled, or if ∆Fr,M < 0, the request will be 
scheduled at once. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

4.1 Experimental environment 

In this section, two kinds of primary experiments are made to evaluate the algorithm strategies that 
proposed in first phase and the system performance evaluation with Delay based on load optimization 
in the second phase. The deployment environment is depicted in Table 1:  
 

Characteristics Master/ Worker Workflow Engine 

OS Windows 2000 Server  Windows 2000 Server 

Runtime platform Nuts-platform Nuts-platform 
Database persistence MySQL 5.5 MySQL 5.5 
CPU P8700 2.53GHz P8700 2.53GHz 

Memory 2 GB 4 GB 
Instance storage  80 GB 120 GB 
Number of instances 3 1 
Application Server Microsoft .Net Framework 2.0 Tomcat 6.0 

Bandwidth 100Mbit/s 100Mbit/s 

Table 1.Parts of computing resources used in our experiments 

4.2 Algorithm Comparison and Evaluation 

In the simulation experiment, we makes a preliminary experiment, the experiment algorithm selected 
three kinds of typical scheduling strategies, including sequential scheduling method, greedy 
scheduling method, and genetic scheduling method. We let MI（Million Instruction） denotes the 
length of task and the MIPS（Million Instruction Per Second）  denotes the capacity of VM 
requesting service.  

 

Figure 3. Algorithm Comparison Result with Service Quantity Unchanged  



As shown in Figure 3, we let the service resources quantity are 5, the workflow tasks number are 
10,15,20,25, 30 cases. We select the proposed scheduling strategy and the genetic algorithm to get the 
best performance. At the same time, the greedy scheduling algorithm and genetic scheduling algorithm 
is very close on the condition of task number less than 30.  However, with the increase of the numbers 
of task, the efficiency of genetic scheduling optimization is better than others. 

 

 

Figure 4. Algorithm Comparison Result with Tasks Number Unchanged  

 

As shown in Figure 4, we let the  tasks number are 50, service resources quantity are 10,15,20,25, 30 
cases. While increasing the number of resources, the genetic algorithm to optimize scheduling strategy 
has obvious advantages. This shows the similar results with the previous experiment. However, when 
the number of service resources are 8, using genetic scheduling algorithm , the resource consumption 
slightly more than the other two algorithms at the conditions of service resource unchanged. The 
reason for this phenomenon also shows the uncertainty weaknesses for the genetic algorithm. 

In order to compare and evaluate the execution effectively influence on instances intensive jobs, we 
design three kinds of primary experiments are made to compare the workflow jobs executed time 
between cloud workflow environment without delay scheduling and cloud workflow environment with 
Min-Cost delay scheduling. The application scenario demonstrates as follows: 

Experiment 1: 1000 Workflow Serial Tasks Were Executed. In this experiment, we start executing 
1000 serial workflow tasks in Cloud workflow environment with one master node and two worker 
nodes.  After the 1000 instances intensive jobs (eg. an complicated computing task) ends, the elapsed 
time is recorded and illustrated in Figure 5. 

Experiment 2: 1000 Workflow Parallel Tasks Were Executed. In this experiment, we start executing 
1000 parallel workflow tasks in Cloud workflow environment with one master node and two worker 
nodes.  After the 1000 instances intensive jobs (eg. an complicated computing task) ends, the elapsed 
time is recorded and illustrated in Figure 5. 

Execution 3: 1000 Workflow Hybrid Tasks (serial and parallel tasks) are executed. In this experiment, 
we start executing 1000 serial workflow tasks in Cloud workflow environment with one master node 
and two worker nodes.  After the 1000 instances intensive jobs (eg. a complicated computing task) 
ends, the elapsed time is recorded and illustrated in Figure 5. 

 



 
Figure 5.Workflow scheduling in cloud environment 

In experiments, the initial workflow jobs are the same as 1000. But the types of workflow are 
differences in the three experiments. As shown in Figure5, the experimental results illustrate that in a 
instance intensive applications, the number of tasks and the task types have the influence on the 
execution effectively in cloud computing. Less quantity or singleness workflow tasks more adapt to 
run in cloud workflow environment without delay scheduling.  However, the complicated and large 
scale instances intensive workflow tasks need to be scheduled and will be benefit of the Min-Cost 
delay scheduling algorithm that proposed in this paper.  

5 RELATED WORKS 

Management Systems for Cloud-Based Workflow：Paper(Ling Shang, et al., 2010)extends the 
YML to build science private Clouds and hybrid Clouds for non big enterprises and research institutes. 
This project is called by YML-PC. It presents a reference architecture based on YML for building 
science private Clouds. CloudWF is described by paper(Chen Zhang, et al., 2009), which is  a scalable 
and lightweight computational workflow system for Cloud on top of Hadoop. It presents a simple 
workflow description language that encodes workflow blocks and block-to-block dependencies 
separately as standalone executable components: a new workflow storage method that uses Hadoop 
HBase sparse tables to store work. The works in paper(Xiao Liu, et al.,2010) shows the SwinDeW-C 
system, which is being conduct by faculty of  Information and Communication Technologies, 
Swinburne University of Technology, Hawthorn, Melbourne, Australia. One of their working driving 
force is the demand of  large scale instance and data/computation intensive workflow application. 
Paper(Suraj Pandey, etc al., 2011) propose a wider vision that incorporates an inter Cloud architecture 
and a market-oriented utility computing model, which is called Cloudbus (a solution for using Cloud 
infrastructure). The Cloudbus workflow engine scales workflow applications on Clouds using market-
oriented computing. This Cloud workflow system comprises the workflow engine, a resource broker, 
and plug-ins for communicating with various technological platforms.  

The above reference architectures based on workflow for building Clouds environment can be divided 
into three types: private Clouds workflow, public Clouds workflow, and hybrid Clouds workflow. 
Private Cloud workflows, such as(Ling Shang, et al., 2010; Chen Zhang, et al., 2009)  are commonly 
built in libratory to provide the services to internal user who do not need use public for the issues of 
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security , custom, confidence, policy, law and so on . Hybrid Clouds workflow presents by(Xiao Liu, 
et al.,2010; Suraj Pandey, etc al., 2011), shares the private and public Cloud resources, and become the 
trends of large scale workflow application. Therefore, the building aim of Nuts-LSWAP is a Hybrid 
Clouds workflow for the requirements of manufacture & industry information applications. 

Dynamic Resource Management Strategies for Distributed Environment: Paper(Vincenzo D, et 
al., 2009) have been put forward the resource management method, including the user's QoS volunteer 
resources collection, dynamic resources provision, and service resources migration. When the QoS 
violation occurred, the engine will deal with conflict according to the configuration which is set up 
before. Resource management of YML system proposes in paper (Ling Shang, et al., 2010), which put 
forward the method of using volunteer resources for heterogeneous environment. If the resources 
provided by service providers are not able to satisfy the user's QoS requirements, the user can have the 
chance to replace the original service by selecting other services. Paper(Bowers, S, et al., 2005) 
proposes a new dynamic resource extension model. It has a negotiation mechanism among multiple 
third party service providers and automatic chooses the best matching resources. Paper(J.Yu and 
R.Buyya, et al.,2006) puts forward the service migration methods. When a server loading is 
overweight, it will move parts of the request to the other idle servers for the purpose of reducing the 
server pressure. 

The above reference works meet the needs of users QoS in the running system. They all need to 
provide sufficient service resources for computing environment. However, the differences among 
them are the resource selection, allocation and recovery strategy.  

Scheduling for Instance-Intensive Cluster Application: Paper(JingYan, et al., 2010) puts forward a 
instances of intensive tasks scheduling algorithm (MCUD). The algorithm specifies a deadline 
assigned to each task. So as to optimize addition execution time, it can dynamically adjust follow-up 
task scheduling time at the running time. Paper(Wenhao Li, et al., 2010) pays close attention to 
intensive scheduling problem of community cloud. In order to solve the problem of the cloud 
cooperate with community members. The USS -I scheduling strategy has put forward. This strategy 
consists of three components: cloud scheduling algorithm among members of the community 
(QCOAL), cloud scheduling algorithm in members of the community (QCPCSA) and QoS 
decomposition algorithm (QD). For the problem of instance intensive tasks scheduling, the preview of 
scheduling algorithm (PCSA) is presented in paper(Ke Liu, et al. 2008) Its main characteristic is the 
tasks are ranked by the degree of urgency. It will choose the idle computing resources to carry out, so 
that the execution results will be near-optimality. 

The above reference scheduling method tackled the conflict between locality and fairness in 
scheduling. Paper(JingYan, et al., 2010;Ke Liu, et al. 2008) represents the scheduling problem as an 
optimization problem, which is very closet work with us.  The difference is that tasks must be matched 
to nodes and different assignments have different cost based on locality and fairness also be concerned. 
Besides, delay scheduling is simpler than the other works, which makes it easy to use with scheduling 
policies other than fair sharing. 

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

With the emergence of Cloud computing paradigm, it provides a promising new solution for large 
scale sophisticated workflow applications. In order to realize the project of building Cloud workflow 
environment, we divided the project of “Nuts-LSWAP” into three steps. The paper focuses on the 
second step. Then, a novel Min-cost with delay scheduling algorithm is presented in this paper. We 
also focuses on the global scheduling including genetic evolution method and other scheduling 
methods (sequence and greedy) to evaluate and decrease the execution cost. Finally, three primary 
experiments divided into two parts. One parts of experiment is carried out demonstrate the global 
mapping algorithm effectively and the results for execution of a large scale workflow instances with or 
without delay scheduling. It is primarily promoted the Nuts-LSWAP is efficient platform for building 
Cloud workflow environment. 



Since the aim of this paper discusses the scheduling policy of Nuts-LSWAP, some detailed research 
works such as loading balance policy, and QoS management & negotiation mechanism is out of this 
paper, which will be discussed as the next step work. Furthermore, the scalable resource and 
decentralized management will be further discussed in Nuts-LSWAP. 
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